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REVIEW ARTICLE OPEN

Nanotwinned and hierarchical nanotwinned metals: a review
of experimental, computational and theoretical efforts
Ligang Sun1,2, Xiaoqiao He3 and Jian Lu 2,4

The recent studies on nanotwinned (NT) and hierarchical nanotwinned (HNT) face-centered cubic (FCC) metals are presented in this
review. The HNT structures have been supposed as a kind of novel structure to bring about higher strength/ductility than NT
counterparts in crystalline materials. We primarily focus on the recent developments of the experimental, atomistic and theoretical
studies on the NT and HNT structures in the metallic materials. Some advanced bottom-up and top-down techniques for the
fabrication of NT and HNT structures are introduced. The deformation induced HNT structures are available by virtue of severe
plastic deformation (SPD) based techniques while the synthesis of growth HNT structures is so far almost unavailable. In addition,
some representative molecular dynamics (MD) studies on the NT and HNT FCC metals unveil that the nanoscale effects such as twin
spacing, grain size and plastic anisotropy greatly alter the performance of NT and HNT metals. The HNT structures may initiate
unique phenomena in comparison with the NT ones. Furthermore, based on the phenomena and mechanisms revealed by
experimental and MD simulation observations, a series of theoretical models have been proposed. They are effective to describe
the mechanical behaviors of NT and HNT metals within the applicable scope. So far the development of manufacturing
technologies of HNT structures, as well as the studies on the effects of HNT structures on the properties of metals are still in its
infancy. Further exploration is required to promote the design of advanced materials.

npj Computational Materials  (2018) 4:6 ; doi:10.1038/s41524-018-0062-2

INTRODUCTION
Nanocrystallization of polycrystalline metals characterizes a
dramatic growth of the volume fraction of grain boundaries
(GBs) in nanocrystalline (NC) metals, which significantly changes
the physical, mechanical and chemical properties in comparison
with the coarse-grained (CG) counterparts. Such nanostructuring
process usually generates metals with high strength, low ductility
and work hardening due to the suppression of dislocation
activities by trivial crystallites.1, 2 The plastic deformation of NC
metals is always dominated by GB-mediated activities such as GB
sliding, diffusion and grain rotation.3–7 The yield strength of NC
metals always increases along with the decrease of grain size due
to the dislocation pile-up at GBs, well-known as the Hall–Petch
strengthening mechanism.8 Nevertheless, there exists a critical
grain size for achieving the optimal yield strength. The softening
stage appears with excessive refinement of grains due to the
inverse Hall–Petch effect.9 Grain refinement induced substantial
increase of GBs can well impede the dislocation motion during
plastic deformation. Such behavior plays a significant role in
achieving ultrahigh strength. However, it is always accompanied
by a severe decline of ductility. GB in crystalline materials is a
quintessential high-dimensional structure with great complexity.10

Some new interesting efforts have been made to develop the
fundamental understanding of its physical characteristics such as
analyzing physical “building blocks” in GBs by machine learning,10

a three-dimensional polyhedral unit model developed for GB

structure,11 tailoring the stability of GB by Mo segregation12 and
the hydrogen embrittlement of GBs.13

Although nanocrystallization failed to surmount the common
sense that strength and ductility are mutually exclusive, many
other efforts have been made to explore strategies for simulta-
neously improving the strength and ductility of NC metals by
designing the tunable nanostructures of materials in recent
years.14 Several approaches have been proposed, such as bimodal
or multimodal grain-size distribution,15–18 second-phase particle
hardening,19–21 dual-phase nanostructuring,22 fabricating high
dislocation density in deformation-induced martensitic transfor-
mation system,23 introducing NT structures into nanosized
grains14,24,25 and the construction of gradient/hierarchical struc-
tures via surface mechanical grinding treatment (SMGT),26,27

surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT),28,29 pre-torsion30

and uniaxial tension.31 Inspired by the fact that strain localization
can be suppressed in NC metal films adhesion with a ductile
substrate under tension,32,33 the delocalized effect induced
fracture toughening is realized in multilayered steel sheets.34

The materials with a gradient grain size distribution, which is
elastically homogeneous but plastically gradient, exhibit good
ductility by restraining the strain localization during plastic
deformation.26–28 Interestingly, when the NT structures are
introduced into the crystalline metals, which means that a high
density of twin boundaries (TBs) is embedded in the grains,
this kind of special nanostructure can act as coherent
boundaries to improve the mechanical and physical properties
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of metals.14,24,25,35–44 The unique mechanical properties of NT
materials derive from dislocation-TBs interactions which are
different from dislocation-GBs and dislocation-dislocation interac-
tions. Owing to the complicated dislocation-TBs reactions, NT
materials breakthrough the conventional dilemma of strength and
ductility, realizing significant strengthening and good ductility. TBs
act as the efficient barriers for dislocation propagation inside the
grains, different from the twin-free NC counterparts. Besides, TBs
firstly can be the containers for dislocation aggregation and then
become dislocation sources after losing coherency during plastic
deformation,45,46 which relieves local stress concentration and
make further plasticity into reality. So the perfection of TBs is
critical to the strengthening effect of NT materials.47 Therefore, a
new kind of hierarchical nanostructured materials called NT
materials has been developed to concurrently achieve high
strength and high ductility. NT materials have attracted worldwide
attention due to the favorable mechanical and physical properties.
Experimental studies have uncovered that NT metals have
ultrahigh strength/hardness,24,25,38,48–50 good ductility25,51,52 and
great strain hardening.25,51,53 Corresponding to these experimen-
tal outcomes, a large quantity of theoretical studies are available,
such as the intrinsic size effects and plastic anisotropy, the stability
of NT structures,54,55 the effect of surface stress56,57 and NT
structures in CG system on the mechanical properties of metals.58–
61 Moreover, the electrical conductivity of NT bulk metals is similar
to the conventional CG counterpart but much higher than NC
metals.22 NT structures lead to a significant variation of the
electronic and optical properties of nanowires.38–42 And they are
also able to strengthen the face-centered diamond-cubic materi-
als such as silicon, diamond and cubic boron nitride which has a
crystal structure analogous to that of diamond.62–65 In addition,
multiple twins are available in ferromagnetic shape memory
alloys, which can be used to control the properties of
ferromagnetic, ferroelastic, and ferroelectric materials.66,67

Research on the mechanical performance of materials with NT
structures is still an extremely popular topic and many progresses
have been reported in last few years. The in-depth vision on the
formation, structure and deformation of NT metals has been
conducted.68–74 According to the molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation results, the brittle/ductile deformation modes of NT
metals can be affected by the thickness of materials and
environmental temperature.75,76 The plastic anisotropy has also
been validated.77–80 The exceptional torsion capability of nano-
wires is accessible by domino detwinning.81 Also, both the
experimental and computational studies on various properties of
materials, such as friction,82 fracture,83–85 fatigue,83,85–90 creep85,91

and corrosion,92 are promoting the understanding of NT materials.
The experimental93–97 and MD studies98–100 of NT structures have
demonstrated that they are also beneficial to the adsorption of
irradiation-induced defects, and thus can effectively reduce the
irradiation hardening effect and keep good ductility. Crystal
plasticity models have been developed to describe the mechan-
ical behaviors of irradiated face-centered cubic (FCC) metals with
and without NT structures.101,102 Also, many theoretical models
have been proposed to improve the fundamental understanding
of the deformation mechanisms of NT metals,103–111 some of
which will be introduced in this review. In addition to the superior
mechanical properties, it has also been reported that NT structures
alter the electronic and optical properties of semiconductor
nanowires.39–42 Hence, NT structures are suggesting promising
applications in various material fields such as high-performance
mechanical structures, nano-devices in optical systems, biological
sensing and nano-electromechanical materials.
The construction of hierarchical nanostructures has been

demonstrated as a novel approach to enhance the strength of
metals by controlling the microstructure instead of changing
chemical composition. Some strategies of hierarchy design such
as subnanometer intragranular solute cluster, two geometries of

nanometer-scale solute structures and nanoscale refinement of
grains can increase the strength of aluminum alloy.112 In addition,
polycrystalline metals with hierarchical nanotwinned (HNT)
structures can tremendously change the mechanical performance
compared with that of the NT counterparts, which could be
particularly suitable for the metals in which NT structures can be
formed easily. Specifically, HNT structures imply that there coexist
primary twins, secondary twins, tertiary twins or even higher
ordered NT structures in a single grain. The HNT structures have
already been observed during martensitic transformation.66,113,114

It is found that the secondary twins form in the primary twins and
the tertiary twins are generated from the secondary ones. These
HNT structures play an important role in the mechanical behaviors
of materials.115 Based on some modern techniques such as surface
mechanical grinding treatment (SMGT) and equal-channel angular
pressing (ECAP), HNT structures have been observed in ultrafine/
NC Cu and Cu–Al alloys.116,117 Zhu et al. have pioneeringly
predicted that these HNT structures are beneficial to the
optimization of the strength and ductility of materials. They have
proposed the related plasticity models for HNT materials.118,119

Furthermore, HNT structures are observed in twinning-induced
plasticity (TWIP) steels during the process of surface mechanical
attrition treatment (SMAT) and subsequent tensile deformation.
HNT structures are supposed to be an essential factor for
obtaining high performance TWIP steels.120 More recently, the
gradient HNT structures are discovered during the tensile test on
pre-torsioned TWIP steel,30 clearly showing the distribution of HNT
structures and the effect of stacking faults (SFs) and dislocations
on the formation of TBs. The researchers demonstrate that HNT
structures can contribute to fantastic improvement of strength
without sacrifice of ductility. Besides, some MD simulation efforts
for the understanding of the intrinsic size effect of HNT structures
have also been reported,121–124 trying to understand the relation-
ship between the nanostructures and the mechanical properties.
Thus, HNT structures have received sustained attention in the
context of achieving even higher strength and better ductility by
designing the nanostructures of metals.
As mentioned above, the mechanical and physical properties of

NT materials gradually become an issue of great concern in the
last decades. Significant progresses have been made to under-
stand the superiorities of NT and HNT structures through large
quantity of experiments, computational simulations and theore-
tical studies. Introducing NT and HNT structures into materials
have been proved as a new effective approach to produce
mechanically and physically high-performance crystalline materi-
als. In this paper, we review the NT and HNT structures fabricated
by some frequently used experimental technologies. The discus-
sions on the important issues such as deformation mechanisms
and mechanical properties will be presented based on the
findings from the experimental tests, MD simulations and
theoretical studies. Note that we will only give introductions to
the fabrication techniques of NT and HNT structures, the
theoretical studies applicable for the description and analysis of
the deformation mechanisms of NT and HNT FCC metals. Here we
also refer readers to some existing review articles on NT structures
for a more thorough understanding of the fundamentals and
details of previous researches. Comprehensive coverage of the NT
structures are available, mainly about the growth twinning,
deformation twinning, detwinning in FCC, hexagonal close-
packed (HCP), and body-centered cubic (BCC) materials.116,125–131

Figure 1 shows some remarkable approaches to achieve the
extraordinary overall mechanical properties with the associated
strategies of structure design in metal materials. The two
nanostructures highlighted by red color (nanotwins and hierarch-
ical nanotwins) are reviewed in this paper. Specifically, this review
is composed of the review of the representative fabrication
technologies, MD simulation outcomes and theoretical models of
NT and HNT FCC metals. A brief perspective is also given for the
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future studies on the HNT structures. It is essential to clarify the
effects of such structures on the mechanical properties of
materials, shedding light on the design of higher-performance
materials.

NT FCC METALS
Fabrication of NT structures
Nucleation of NT structures in FCC metals is closely related to the
nucleation and propagation of partial dislocations in the {111}
<112> slip systems. Since NT structure is a monolayer of HCP
atoms with a symmetric arrangement on both sides, the glide of
partials, which changes the local stacking sequence from FCC to
HCP structure, is critical for the formation of NT structures. The
propagation of partials always results in the formation of SFs,
which could be the precursors of NT structures. Thus the SF

energy, defined as the energy per unit area of this fault, is
considered as the primary intrinsic material property that affects
twinning probability.132 Low SF energy always promotes the
formation of NT structures in FCC metals and alloys. For instance,
higher density of NT structures can be observed with the decrease
of SF energy of NC Cu-Al, Cu-Zn and Cu-Al-Zn alloys.133–138 The SF
energies of some selected FCC metals are shown in Table 1. Metals
with low SF energy preferentially nucleate NT structures, whereas
those with high SF energy have difficulty with the nucleation and
propagation of partials. Consequently, the nucleation of NT
structures in materials with high SF energies, such as Al or Ni, is
difficult. Exactly, NT Al is firstly predicted by MD simulation139 and
observed in experiments by cryogenic ball milling.140 Only limited
work reported the successful fabrication of growth and deforma-
tion twins in Al currently.141 A more common option to synthesize
NT structures in high SF energy materials is, to introduce

Fig. 1 Flow chart of selected outstanding structures to improve the overall mechanical properties of metal materials. The two nanostructures
highlighted by red color (nanotwins and hierarchical nanotwins) are reviewed in this paper (the inset of gradient structure is reproduced with
permission from ref.26 Copyright (2017) The American Association for the Advancement of Science)
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intermediate layers of another kind of materials. For example, the
TiN layers are successfully used for the fabrication of NT structures
in Al.142 NT Al has also been fabricated in sputtered Al/Ag
multilayers.143–145 In addition, NT Ni layers are nucleated in highly
textured Cu/Ni multilayer structures.146 Furthermore, SF energy
can be adjusted by alloying, which could be beneficial to the
formation of NT structures. For example, the increase of Co
content in Co/Ni alloy shows a continuous decrease of SF
energy.147 On the other hand, the strain rate of top-down severe
plastic deformation (SPD) techniques, such as SMAT, may
significantly affect the evolution of nanostructures including grain
refinement and deformation twinning behaviors.148–151

Growth NT structures. The amazing discovery of NT structures for
achieving ultrastrong metals with good ductility has greatly
promoted the fabrication techniques of NT metals. One of the
optional strategies is to control the atomic arrangement of metals
during the bottom-up fabrication of metals. Such NT structures are
called growth twins. The main synthesis techniques include
magnetron sputtering deposition,48,50,78,86,110,130 chemical vapor
deposition (CVD),152 electrodeposition,14,24,25,82,83,88,89,91 hybrid
physical-chemical vapor deposition (HPCVD),153 electroplating154

etc. However, the growth HNT structures have not been well
developed nowadays. A brief introduction about the synthesis of
growth NT structures in bulk materials, films, nanowires and
nanopillars is given below.
Equiaxed NT Cu with ultrahigh strength and high electrical

conductivity is fabricated by electrodeposition (Fig. 2a).24 The
electrical resistivity of TBs is lower than that of the conventional
high angle GBs. In addition, the resistivity increases due to the
propagation of scattering dislocations during tensile deformation.
Columnar-grained Cu with preferentially oriented nanoscale twins,
which is also obtained by means of electrodeposition, exhibits
inhomogeneous deformation behaviors (Fig. 2b).155 The plastic
anisotropy of NT materials is not negligible at nanoscale due to
the effect of spatial orientations of the nanotwins and the applied
forces. Using magnetron sputtering deposition technique, Cu foils
with preferred orientation of growth twins are successfully
synthesized,48 providing an alternative for the synthesis of
ultrahigh-strength, ductile pure metals via the control of twin

spacing and twin orientation (Fig. 2c). Epitaxial Ag films
synthesized by magnetron sputter-deposited method show
greatly enhanced hardness in comparison to bulk Ag (Fig. 2d).50

The key factor, which results in such hardness enhancement, is the
relation of the angle between the indentation direction and the
twin orientation. NT Cu nanopillars in the absence of GBs and
initial dislocations through electroplating template fabrication
exhibit brittle-to-ductile transition as the twin spacing decreases
below a critical value (Fig. 2e).156 The mechanism of brittle fracture
might be intrinsic brittleness of TBs when the twin spacing is large.
However, ductile failure appears with the decrease of twin
spacing. The nucleation of twinning dislocations on the TBs near
the crack tip leads to a cascade of dislocation activities. In
addition, the loading axis corresponding to the twin lamellae also
greatly affect the deformation modes of nanopillars, finding two
different deformation mechanisms: (1) TB-dislocation interaction
dominated strain localization in orthogonal samples; (2) detwin-
ning in slanted ones. Single crystalline Au nanowires with
angstrom scale twins (synthesized by the reduction of HAuCl4 in
oleic acid and oleylamine) achieve near-ideal theoretical
strength,157 giving rise to the nucleation of homogeneous
dislocations and plastic shear localization. This mechanism is
opposite to the heterogeneous slip mechanism in single crystal-
line or low density NT nanowires (Fig. 2f).
The bottom-up synthesis methods provide a path to attaining

quantitatively tunable growth NT materials by designing the
geometry, intrinsic sizes and twin distribution etc. With the
optimization of the manageable aspects, NT materials can
simultaneously exhibit high strength and good ductility, the
characteristics that are thought to be mutually exclusive. Besides,
they also display high-performance on electrical conductivity37,49

and thermal stability etc.158–160 Thus, the development of
synthesis techniques for growth NT structures in metals is
increasingly a fascinating issue. In the meantime, the fabrication
of growth HNT metals in experiments is still a significantly
challenging topic which deserves extensive attention in order to
develop novel materials with better performance beyond NT
materials.

Deformation-induced NT structures. Bulk nanostructured materi-
als processed by various SPD techniques161,162 have attracted the
growing interest in materials science owing to the merits of grain
refinement and deformation twinning. The methods such as high-
pressure torsion (HPT),163 dynamic plastic deformation
(DPD),164,165 SMAT,116,66,167 SMGT116,168 and ECAP117,169,170 have
been manifested powerful for the construction of NT structures in
crystalline materials.
During HPT processing of NC Cu, twinning becomes a dominant

deformation mechanism under low strain rate and at room
temperature. Twins and SFs are formed through the emission of
partial dislocations from GBs.163 In addition to the single twins,
multiple twins such as the so-called fivefold twins171 are observed
in NT materials (Fig. 3a), indicating that the complicated
deformation-induced NT structures can be synthesized via top-
down SPD techniques. The formation of NT structures in Cu is
investigated by DPD at high strain rates and cryogenic tempera-
tures (Fig. 3b).165 The higher density of deformation twins is
always consistent with higher strains. Figure 3c exhibits the TEM
image of Cu-Al SMATed alloy with NT structures.167 It has been
found that a high density of NT structures in Cu-Al alloy could
keep the accumulated dislocations easily slip along the TBs and
lower the exhaustion of mobile dislocation. Nanotwins have also
been produced in a Fe–20Mn–3Al–3Si transformation-induced
plasticity (TRIP) steel by SMGT (Fig. 3d).168 This steel shows TWIP
characteristics during the SMGT process, indicating that the steel
may undergo a transition from TRIP to TWIP under high-strain-rate
deformation. In addition, deformation twins are widely observed
in polycrystalline Cu with grain sizes varying from micrometers to

Table 1. The SF energies γSF of selected FCC metals and alloys,
classified by high and low SF energies, respectively

Materials γSF (mJ/m2)

Pure Metals Pb 6–10

Ag 16

Au 32–46

Cu 45

Ni 125

Al 166

Pd 180

Pt 322

Alloys γ-TiAl 173

CuNi 45–110

FeCrNi 32–46

Stainless steels 20–50

FeNiCoCr 30

FeNiCoCrMn 20–25

CuZn 7–45

CuAl 5–35

Fe30wt%Mn 15

Cu12.1at%Al4.1at%Zn 7
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nanometers during the process of ECAP at room temperature and
low strain rate (Fig. 3e).169 It is demonstrated when the grain size
is at nanoscale, twinning takes place via the emission of partial
dislocations from GBs and GB junctions. The plastic deformation of
metals is always dominated by slip dislocations. For example, the
slip of perfect dislocations accounts for the plastic deformation.
However, deformation twinning can occur in addition to the slip in
metals especially with low or medium SF energy. In these metals,
twinning prefers to nucleate at low temperatures164 and/or high
strain rates.172 Moreover, both the thickness and heterogeneity of
metals vary the nucleation of NT structures. NT structures always
nucleate at the locations showing stress concentration or
defectiveness. This is because the partial dislocations are easy to
emit from such locations and form NT structures.

MD studies on the deformation mechanisms of NT FCC metals
NT structures in metals have been identified to be a kind of
desirable planar defects which can improve the mechanical and
physical properties. However, it is challenging to observe the
dynamic behaviors of deformation and defect evolutions in
experiments. Therefore, it would be charming to combine MD
simulations and experimental observations to investigate the
deformation mechanisms of NT materials. On the one hand,
experimental results can provide the guidance for atomistic
modeling and validate the accuracy of the results obtained from
MD simulations. On the other hand, the in-depth observation of
microstructure evolution during MD simulations is beneficial to
unveil the effect of NT structures on the deformation mechanisms.
By the way, we chiefly review the microstructure evolution in NT

metals during plastic deformation instead of the twinning
mechanisms in NC metals which has been reviewed in detail in
Zhu et al.’s work.127

Interactions between dislocations and TBs. TBs can act as barriers
to impede dislocation motion. Some experimental work on the
atomic level observations reveals the effect of grain size,173,174

dislocation density,175 twin thickness176 on the interactions
between dislocations and TBs, and the dislocation-TB reaction
induced detwinning behaviors.177,178 The development of in situ
atomic scale experimental techniques promotes the investigation
of dynamic dislocation-TB interaction modes.176,179–184 Actually,
the detailed interactions between dislocations and TBs are also
widely investigated by means of MD simulations. Owing to the
significant merit of MD simulation that the microstructure
evolution can be tracked perfectly, the simulation studies on
dislocation-TB interaction in NT metals have been comprehen-
sively discussed in recent years.
It has been revealed that there always exist four kinds of slip

systems in FCC metals: (1) partial dislocations inclined to TBs; (2)
partial dislocations parallel to TBs; (3) perfect dislocations inclined
to TBs and (4) screw perfect dislocations.127 When a dislocation
propagates along one slip plane inclined to the TB, the interaction
between dislocation and TBs can be generally classified into three
types: (1) the gradual accumulation and absorption of dislocations
into TBs; (2) the decomposition of dislocations with one residing
on TBs and the other transmit across TBs into the adjacent mirror
domain; (3) the transfer of dislocations through TBs. Note that the
occurrence of these interactions strongly depends on the high
applied stress in the appropriate orientation. The large geometric

Fig. 2 Growth twins fabricated in bulk, film, nanopillar and nanowire materials. a Electrodeposited equiaxed NT Cu (adapted with permission
from ref.24 Copyright (2017) The American Association for the Advancement of Science). b Electrodeposited columnar grained Cu with
preferentially oriented NT structures (adapted with permission from ref.155 Copyright (2017) Elsevier). c Magnetron sputtering deposited Cu
foils with preferred orientation of NT structures (adapted with permission from ref.48 Copyright (2017) AIP Publishing LLC). d Epitaxial NT Ag
films by magnetron sputtering deposition (adapted with permission from ref.50 Copyright (2017) Elsevier). e Free-standing Cu nanopillar with
densely spaced NT structures by electroplating (adapted with permission from ref.156 Copyright (2017) Springer Nature). f Ultrahigh-density
twins distributed along the nanowire axis by reduction of HAuCl4 in oleic acid and oleylamine (adapted with permission from ref.157 Copyright
(2017) Springer Nature)
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misorientation between both sides of TBs leads to high energetic
barriers to the transmission of inclined dislocations across TBs.
Absorption of a dislocation followed by dissociation of dislocation
in TBs and eventually emitting a dislocation into the mirror
domain is a typical dislocation nucleation and propagation
process during plastic deformation. Based on MD simulations,
the transmission of dislocations is investigated in NT Ni,185 the
applied shear with respect to a resolved shear stress up to 1.77
GPa gives rise to the transmission of dislocation across TBs. Jin
et al.’s MD simulation studies clarify the interaction mechanisms of
both screw and non-screw dislocations with TBs in different FCC
metals.186,187 For instance, the screw dislocation transmits across
TBs through three steps: (1) leading partial is forced to enter TBs;
(2) nucleation of full dislocation at TBs with the combination of
trailing and leading partials; (3) Shockley partials nucleate at TBs
and propagate into the other side of TBs. The critical stress for
dislocation to overcome the energy barrier of TBs is also
measured, about 465–510 MPa for screw dislocation and 1.2 GPa
for non-screw dislocation in Cu. Furthermore, the interface-
mediated slip transfer mechanism accounts for the strengthening
and toughening processes at the later stages of plastic deforma-
tion in NT Cu.188

Twin spacing and twin orientation effects. In recent years, the
effects of twin spacing inside the nanograins and twin orientation
with respect to external loading direction are revealed by MD
simulations. For instance, the MD results indicate that there exists
a critical twin spacing for achieving the maximum strength of NT
Cu.189 With the decrease of twin spacing, the strengthening
mechanism of dislocation cutting through TBs induced dislocation

pile-up transfers to the softening mechanism of dislocation
nucleation parallel to TBs induced TB migration (Fig. 4a,b). In
addition, the maximum strength also depends on the grain size.
The critical twin spacing is proportional to the grain size. The
smaller the grain size, the higher the maximum strength of NT Cu
in the Hall–Petch strengthening regime.189 Plastic anisotropy is
discovered in columnar-grained Cu with preferentially orientated
NT structures (Fig. 4c-e).190 By changing the loading direction with
respect to TBs, the dominant deformation mechanisms appear
three totally different behaviors corresponding to the external
loading direction with respect to TBs, (1) dislocations glide in
between the twins; (2) dislocations transfer across TBs; and (3)
dislocation-mediated TB migration. The similar deformation
behaviors are also observed in NT Cu films and totally alter the
tensile strength and failure modes.77 Near-ideal strength of Au
nanowires is achieved owing to the heterogeneous to homo-
geneous transition of the nucleation behavior of dislocations.
Because the well-aligned ultrahigh density NT structures with twin
spacing λ < 2.8 nm leads to a remarkable ductile-to-brittle transi-
tion (Fig. 4f).157 This finding is exactly opposite to the observation
in Jang et al.’s study on NT Cu nanopillar.156 The distinct behaviors
may result from the difference of SF energies of Au and Cu and
the large repulsive force on the gliding dislocations induced by
the small diameter of Au nanowires. In the case of external stress
parallel to TBs, the transition of threading to jogged dislocations
nucleation with the decrease of twin spacing is uncovered in
columnar-grained NT Cu (Fig. 4g).191 This newly discovered
deformation mechanism involves the collective behavior of
multiple extended jogged dislocations bounded by the adjacent
TBs with reduced twin spacing, leading to the continuous

Fig. 3 Deformation induced NT metals. a The fivefold NT structures produced in Cu by HPT (adapted with permission from ref.163 Copyright
(2017) AIP Publishing LLC). b NT bundles formed in Cu by DPD (adapted with permission from ref.165 Copyright (2017) Elsevier). c A bright-field
TEM image of Cu-4.5Al SMATed sample with NT structures (adapted with permission from ref.167 Copyright (2017) Elsevier). d TEM morphology
of the twinned bundles in SMGTed Fe-20Mn-3Al-3Si TRIP steel (adapted with permission from ref.168 Copyright (2017) Elsevier). e TEM
micrograph of deformation twins in grain interior of the ECAPed Cu with nanotwins indicated by arrows (adapted with permission from ref.169

Copyright (2017) Elsevier)
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strengthening instead of the softening phenomenon, without a
critical twin spacing for strengthening to softening transition
observed in equiaxed NT metals.25,189

Theoretical models applicable for the mechanical behaviors of NT
FCC metals
The development of theoretical models to describe various
mechanical behaviors of NT FCC metals is very useful for the
precise understanding of physical mechanisms, effectively pre-
dicting important phenomena and conveniently acting as
guidance for the design of high-performance materials. However,
excellent theoretical modeling is very challenging because any
analytical description of deformation mechanisms in NT FCC
metals should be based on the physical phenomena in experi-
mental and/or reliable atomistic studies. The most important
quality of a theoretical model is to effectively describe physical
mechanisms instead of fitting experimental data. Because only the
models taking deformation physics into consideration can predict
comprehensive experimental phenomena. We will introduce some
representative theoretical models and discuss their advantages
and limitations in this section.
There mainly exist two kinds of theoretical studies on the NT

structures in metals. One is the theoretical models for the
description of deformation twinning processes in NC FCC metals.
In brief, under what conditions can NT structures be generated.

The other is the mechanism-based theoretical models developed
to describe the mechanical behaviors of NT metals. To identify the
deformation twinning mechanisms in NC metals, dislocation
based model is a representative to depict the twinning behavior
of NT structures in FCC metals,192,193 which is primarily
determined by SF energies, showing an optimum grain size for
twinning. However, SF energies alone are not sufficient to explain
the observed twinning behaviors. It has been identified that the
generalized planar fault energy (GPFE) also significantly affects the
partial-dislocation-mediated deformation process which has close
relation to the twinning propensity of NC metals.103,194 To
compensate this shortage, GPFE based models have also been
developed to explain the deformation twinning process. Zhu
et al.’s review work has clearly elucidated these theoretical studies
on the deformation twinning process of NC metals.127 In this
review, we mainly focus on the introduction of mechanism-based
plasticity models developed to investigate the effects such as
grain size and twin spacing on the mechanical behaviors of NT
metals.
Both two- and three-dimensional mechanism-based crystal

plasticity models for NT metals have been proposed, taking the
effect of nanoscale twins into consideration.104,105 For example,
similar to the model of GB-affected zone (GBAZ),195 the rate-
dependent crystal plasticity model of NT Cu is developed based
on the concept of TB-affect zone (TBAZ).104 It is modified from the

Fig. 4 a, b Two plastic deformation mechanisms under different twin spacing in equiaxed NT Cu (adapted with permission from ref.189

Copyright (2017) Springer Nature). a Partial dislocations gliding parallel to twin planes. b Dislocations cutting across twin planes. c–e Three
plastic deformation mechanisms depending on twin orientations with respect to the compression direction in columnar-grained NT Cu
(adapted with permission from ref.190 Copyright (2017) Elsevier). c Dislocations transfer across TBs under 90° compression. d Dislocations glide
in between the twins under 0° compression. e Dislocation-mediated TB migration under 45° compression. f Homogeneous dislocation
dominated deformation mechanism in well-aligned ultrahigh density NTAu nanowires (adapted with permission from ref.157 Copyright (2017)
Springer Nature). g Jogged dislocation governed continuous strengthening with decrease of twin spacing in columnar-grained NT Au under
external stress parallel to TBs (adapted with permission from ref.191 Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society)
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theories which primarily focus on the deformation of microcrystal-
line metals.196–198 The plastic anisotropy is taken into account by
distinguishing shear deformation parallel to or across TBs. The rate
form of the constitutive relation is described as:

_S ¼ L : _E �
X

α

_γαXα (1)

where _γα is the shear rate on the slip system α, L represents the
velocity gradient of the single crystal, _E is the Green strain rate, Xα
is related to the slip direction and its slip plane normal. Details of
Eq. (1) can be found in the work by Dao et al.104

This model is developed to simulate the mechanical behaviors
of metals by finite element method. It successful reveals the
strong plasticity and rate-sensitivity anisotropy of NT metals. The
model shows reasonable agreement with the experimental
findings. Besides, with the consideration of out-of-plane slip,
cross-slip and grain rotation, three dimensional NT models of NC
metals are developed to predict the dependence of stress-strain
response under different twin densities and estimate the ductility
by means of a failure criterion.105 Although the models can
reasonably explain some experimental observations, the softening
behavior with the excessive decrease of twin spacing is not
considered in this theoretical models.
According to the softening behavior observed in MD simula-

tions, the softening arises from the nucleation of source-governed
preferential dislocations in the vicinity of TBs while the
strengthening arises from the dislocation pile-up at TBs, which
critically depends on the twin spacing.189 For the sake of the
shortcoming of the above models, a discrete twin crystal plasticity
(DT-CP) model is established with a focus on modeling the
strengthening-softening yield transition below a critical twin
spacing in NT Cu.106 And it is applied to study the TB emigration
behavior in NT FCC metals.108 This model qualitatively captures
the transition of the mechanical behavior from strengthening to
softening as a function of twin spacing. However, it has been
demonstrated that the critical twin spacing for the transition of
yield strength is sensitive to grain size.189 Whereas the grain size
effect on the critical twin spacing for strengthening to softening
transition is not taken into consideration in this DT-CP model.
Thus, the theoretical model needs further development.
Accordingly, by analyzing two competitive plastic deformation

mechanisms: (1) strengthening dominated by inclined dislocations
with respect to twin planes; and (2) detwinning-induced softening,
a scale law of the maximum strength of the NT metals is explored
to describe the transition of deformation mechanisms.199 The
Eshelby’s shear transformation idea200 is adopted to approximate
the increase of strain energy by detwinning. The critical resolved
shear stress for triggering the nucleation of partial dislocations is
described by previous works.103,201,202 The maximum strength
occurs when both twinning and the inclined dislocation slip are
active. In addition, it is found that the maximum strength
gradually increases when the critical twin spacing for the
strengthening to softening transition decreases along with the
decrease of grain size. The specific relations are described as:
Maximum strength τmax vs. grain size d:

τmax ¼ 1
n
γsf
b
þ μ

3na1

b cð Þ

d

� �1=2

(2)

Transitional twin spacing λT vs. grain size d:

λT ¼ a1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bðcÞd

p
(3)

where γsf is the SF energy, n is a geometrical parameter, b and b(c)

are the magnitudes of the Burgers vectors of partial and complete
dislocations, respectively, and μ is the shear modulus.

a1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

8
3αnπeT

1� ν

2� ν

r
(4)

where α is a coefficient on the order of unit, v is the Poisson’s ratio,
and eT is the characteristic shear strain which is equal to 0.707 in
FCC metals.
It is apparent that there exist two relationships, τmax / d�1=2

and λT / d1=2. Such scale law shows exceptional agreement with
the experimental and large-scale MD simulation results.25,189

In spite of the fact that the effects of twin spacing and grain size
on the yield strength have been captured by these continuum
models, taking into account the strengthening and softening
behaviors of NT metals. The quantitative description on strain
hardening and ductility, both of which should also be sensitive to
these nanostructures, remains unexplored by these models. Thus,
a mechanism-based plasticity model is developed, based on the
strain gradient plasticity theory,203,204 by introducing the role of
dislocation pile-up zones near the TBs and GBs (TBDPZ and
GBDPZ), as well as twinning partial dislocations into strengthening
and work hardening.107 Besides, a local fracture criterion has also
been proposed to estimate the tensile ductility of NT metals. The
mechanism-based plasticity model is described as follows:
The relationship between flow stress and dislocation density is

σflow ¼ σ0 þMαμ
ffiffiffi
ρ

p þ σb (5)

where ρ = ρI + ρTB + ρGB is the total dislocation density in crystal
interior, TBDPZ and GBDPZ, respectively; α is the Taylor constant; μ
is the shear modulus; M is the Taylor factor, which can be used to
characterize the local anisotropy. Note that the Taylor factor in this
model is averaged, ignoring the effect of plastic anisotropy. σ0
denotes the lattice friction stress and σb is the back stress, taking
twinning partial dislocations into account for kinematic hardening.
To determine the tensile ductility of NT metals, Asaro and

Suresh103 give a formula:

KII ¼ τcrit

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
π
1
2
d�

r
(6)

where KII is the stress intensity factor, τcrit is the critical stress for
nucleation of dislocations, d* represents the twin spacing for TBs
or grain size for GBs. Thus, with an additional failure criterion τflow
≥ τcrit, the ductility of NT metals can be evaluated.
In addition, the relationship between critical twin spacing and

grain size can be obtained as follow:107

ρTB ¼ kTB
~ηTB

b
(7)

where ρTB is the dislocation density in the TBDPZ. kTB = 12dTBDPZ/
φTBπdTB, ~ηTB ¼ ηTB � ηP=dTB and ηP =√3πφPb/12dTBDPZ. ~ηTB

denotes the effective local strain gradient in the TBDPZ. ηTB =
η1dTB + η0 is the local mean strain gradient in the TBDPZ with
η1 ¼ ϕTBN0b=ðdTBDPZd2GÞ and η0 ¼ ϕTBn0pb=ðdTBDPZdG

ffiffiffi
3

p Þ. N0 is a
constant standing for the maximum number of inclined disloca-
tions in a grain. n0p is the number of initial twinning partials in the
TBDPZ, which is independent of the twin spacing. dG represents
the grain size, b is the magnitude of Burgers vector, φTB and φP are
geometric factors, dTB is the twin spacing and dTBDPZ is the
thickness of TBDPZ. Note that ηP and η0 are the parameters
independent of the twin spacing.
Differentiate Eq. (7) with respect to twin spacing and set equal

to zero, the critical twin spacing for maximum strength can be
obtained as:

dcriTB ¼ 2ηP
η0

(8)

Substitute the formula for ηP and η0 into Eq. (8), the linear
relationship between the critical twin spacing and grain size can
be obtained as:

dcriTB ¼ πϕPdG
2ϕTBn0p

(9)
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The predicted results are well consistent to the MD results (Fig.
5)114 and experimental observations.5,25,189,205 The properties of
strength, ductility and work hardening are verified both sensitive
to grain size and twin spacing. Thus, this mechanism-based
plasticity model can effectively describe the variation of strength,
strain hardening and the ductility of NT metals corresponding to
various grain sizes and twin spacings. However, the effect of
plastic anisotropy is ignored in this model.
The crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) models have been

developed to study polycrystalline materials with great success.206

One main advantage of CPFE models lies in their ability to
describe crystal mechanical behaviors under complicated bound-
ary conditions. They also have great flexibility when including
various constitutive formulations for plastic flow and hardening at
the elementary shear system level.206 Three dimensional CPFE
model has been established to study the evolution of grains and
GB structures.207 However, the limitation of most CPFE models is
that they are not applicable for understanding the behavior of
nanostructured metals in which individual dislocations can be
resolved and the amount of slips affected by the grain size and
twin spacing. To solve this problem, a constitutive model is
developed for NC metals in which plasticity occurs with discrete
slips from GBs.208 Then it is incorporated in the CPFE model and
can catch the effect of the texture, grain-grain and twin-twin
interactions during plastic deformation.111 The plastic anisotropy
exhibited in columnar-grained NT metals are well described by the
CPFE model.
Also, some other analytical models have been developed to

predict the strengthening mechanism of NT metals. For instance,

the strength of NT metals is determined by the resistance of
dislocations to transmit across boundaries which is affected by
averaged twin spacing.109,160,209 And a semi-analytical grain
aggregate model is proposed. This model can successfully explain
the strain hardening in NT Pd film owing to the effect of twins,
grain size and the presence of a thin surface layer.110 Hence,
various versatile theoretical models have been proposed to
characterize the specific NT systems. However, the theoretical
studies on the HNT structures have received almost no attention.

HNT FCC METALS
Fabrication of HNT structures
The fabrication of growth HNT metals in experiments is still a
significantly challenging topic which deserves extensive attention.
HNT structures are only observed during martensitic transforma-
tion and fabricated in Ni-Mn-Ga ferromagnetic shape memory
alloy.66 On the other hand, deformation-induced HNT structures
have been observed in some materials treated by ECAP, surface
treatment methods, stretching after pre-torsion and tensile
deformation,30,31,116,117,120 demonstrating that the existence of
HNT structures in materials can simultaneously improve the
strength and ductility.30,31,117, 120 In particular, the viewpoint
paper introduces that the formation of secondary twins is one of
the mechanisms during the nanoscale structural refinement via
deformation twinning (Fig. 6a).116 The HNT structures are
embedded in Cu-Al alloys by using ECAP, leading to a finer twin
network (Fig. 6b).117 The strength and ductility can be simulta-
neously improved by decreasing the SF energy in Cu–Al alloys,

Fig. 5 a A snapshot of 3-D dislocation structures at a total strain of 22.1%, showing that TB has become a wall accumulated high dislocation
density. b Distribution of dislocation density across the twin plane showing the characteristic thickness of the TBDPZ to be around 2.5–3.5 nm
on each side of the TB. c The local strain gradient and density of dislocations in the TBDPZ as a function of twin spacing. d The predicted yield
stress of NT copper as a function of twin spacing in comparison with the corresponding experimental results. e The critical twin spacing as a
function of grain size in the NT copper (adapted with permission from ref.107 Copyright (2017) Elsevier)
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which can be attributed to the formation of HNT structures as one
important influence. Also, the HNT structures have been observed
in TWIP steel cylinder by torsion treatment and uniaxial tension
(Fig. 6c).30 The evasion of strength-ductility trade-off is due to the
formation of gradient HNT structures. Besides, multiply twinned
nanostructure is obtained from martensitic transformation in a Ni-
Mn-Ga ferromagnetic shape memory alloy (Fig. 6d,e).66 The HNT
structures with both straight and “step” interfaces are successfully
synthesized. Recently, three ordered HNT structures have formed
during uniaxial tensile deformation in the CrCoNi medium-entropy
alloy (MEA) (Fig. 6f).31 The HNT structures simultaneously serve as
the conventional TB strengthening, the pathways for dislocation
glide along, and cross-slip between, intersecting TB-matrix
interfaces. Also, three ordered HNT structures have successfully
been processed in SMATed TWIP steel (Fig. 6g-i).120 The materials
display an extraordinary relationship between yield strength and
the uniform elongation. In view of the innovative prediction for
the extraordinary performance of HNT materials done by Zhu
et al.’s theoretical studies,118,119 more and more attention has
been paid to the development of technologies to fabricate HNT
structures. The formation of HNT structures in crystalline materials
could be a novel strategy to maintain higher strength and better
ductility compared with the NT counterparts.

MD studies on the deformation mechanisms of HNT FCC metals
Basic configuration of HNT structures. Although the atomistic
modeling of NT structures in FCC metals is extensively available,
HNT structure modeling for MD simulation is a little more
complicated. Thus, a brief introduction about HNT structure is
given in this section. The fundamental definition of HNT structure
is that there exist TBs along different directions in the same grain.
Although the microstructure of HNT metals has been uncovered
by experimental studies, it is essential to determine the atomic
distribution to realize the atomistic-level study on HNT structures.
The distribution of HNT structures in experiments (Fig. 6) can be
used to validate the accuracy of HNT structures built in the
atomistic models. We can observe the theoretical distribution of
primary, secondary, and tertiary TBs (Fig. 7b) by simplifying the
experimental results from Fig. 7a. Note that the HNT structures in
Fig. 7a are intermittent, lack of integrity. Based on the lattice
structure of FCC metals, it is found that the TBs2nd are generated
inside of TBs1st with locally disordered, split segments in TBs1st.
Thus, the formation of high ordered TBs inevitably need to tailor
the integrity of low ordered TBs. The atomistic model of HNT
metals with both primary and secondary TBs is shown in Fig.
7c.121,122 The primary TBs are split into TBs1st and GBs1st. Since one
of the important deformation twinning mechannisms is closely

Fig. 6 HNT structures in some metal materials. a Formation of HNT structures in Cu by SMGT (adapted with permission from ref.116 Copyright
(2017) Elsevier). b HNT structures embedded in Cu–Al alloys by ECAP (adapted with permission from ref.117 Copyright (2017) Elsevier). c HNT
structures observed in TWIP steel cylinder by pre-torsion treatment and uniaxial tension.30 d, e Multiply twinned nanostructure obtained from
martensitic transformation in a Ni–Mn–Ga ferromagnetic shape memory alloy (adapted with permission from ref.66 Copyright (2017) Elsevier).
d Two groups of different oriented twin lamellae with straight interface. e Two groups of different oriented twin lamellae with interface in
“step” configuration. f Bright-field TEM image showing the three ordered HNT structure formed during uniaxial tensile deformation in CrCoNi
MEA. Scale bar, 1 μm.31 g–i Morphology and a schematic diagram showing HNT structures in SMATed TWIP steel (adapted with permission
from ref.120 Copyright (2017) John Wiley and Sons).120 g Secondary twins inside of primary twins. h Tertiary twins inside of secondary twins. i
The overall schematic orientation of HNT structures corresponding to the experimental observations
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related to the emission of successive partial dislocations from GBs,
these GBs may play a key role in the nucleation of high ordered
HNT structures during plastic deformation. In addition, TBs3rd are
not constructed in the atomistic model, which may appear by
deformation twinning during plastic deformation as indicated by
the green line in Fig. 7c. The formation of TBs3rd may also induce
the rupture of TBs2nd. To construct HNT structures, two totally
different domains named TGTG- and TTTT-regions, the former is
surrounded by both TBs and GBs while the latter is only
surrounded by TBs, are classified in the model. The effects of
these microstructures on the deformation behaviors of HNT
metals need to be discussed. Basically speaking, the theoretical
distribution is well consistent with the experimental observation in
Fig. 7a. However, the TBs3rd are parallel to the TBs1st as mentioned
in Wei et al.’s work.30 We think these tertiary twins are still the
primary twins, which can only reduce the primary twin spacing.
On the contrary, we can find the position of real TBs3rd from Fig.
7b which could be formed in the TGTG-regions along the green
line in Fig. 7c. Such distribution can be verified by the
experimental results shown in Fig. 6g-i, in which the distribution
of three ordered HNT structures are in three different directions.

Primary and secondary twin spacings. When HNT structures are
introduced into metals, the effects such as grain size, twin spacing,
dislocation density and twin orientation on the strength and
ductility require further discussions. Nowadays, only quite limited
computational studies are available, mainly focusing on the effect
of twin spacing.121–124

In order to uncover the relationship between the twin spacing

and strength of HNT metals, several MD simulations are
conducted to reveal the effect of primary and secondary twin
spacings on the strength separately.121,122 For the same grain size
and spacing of primary twins, the average flow stress first
increases then decreases with the decrease of secondary twin
spacing, existing a critical secondary twin spacing achieving
maximum strength (Fig. 8a).121 The smaller the primary twin
spacing is, the smaller the critical secondary twin spacing
becomes. The travel of partials emitting from GBs and TBs across
other TBs and GBs accounts for the strengthening mechanism.
Detwinning of secondary twins and migration of primary twins
result in softening. Interestingly, for the same grain size and
secondary twin spacing, two softening and one strengthening
stages are discovered with the decrease of primary twin
spacing.122 Two critical primary twin spacings with one for local
minimum and the other for maximum strength are achieved
accompanied by the reduction of primary twin spacing. The
different microstructural evolution processes are observed,
exposing three totally different deformation mechanisms by MD
simulations: (1) the transition from full dislocation to partial
dislocation propagation—softening; (2) from partial dislocation
propagation to dislocation blockage—strengthening; (3) from
dislocation blockage to partial induced twin migration and
detwinning—softening. Note that such unique phenomenon,
which is unavailable in NT structures, is consistent to the
prediction by Zhu et al.’s dislocation-based theoretical model.118

Thus, HNT structures in metals may subvert our knowledge of NC
metals and would be beneficial to broaden the design strategy
and further reinforce the mechanical properties of metals.

Fig. 7 The basic configuration of HNT structures in FCC metals. a The experimental observation of HNT structures in TWIP steel cylinder.30 b
Theoretical distribution of HNT structures. “//” represents the locally disordered, split segments. c The local atomistic configuration of HNT
metals (adapted with permission from ref.122 Copyright (2017) Taylor & Francis)
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The fracture behaviors along TBs in NT and HNT metals are also
studied by MD simulations.75,123 The propagation of cracks can be
affected by the thickness of metals, location and the shape of
cracks. The HNT structures can highly enhance the crack
resistance. Smaller secondary twin spacing leads to higher fracture
toughness, effective to impede crack propagation. On the other
hand, the effect of twin spacing on shock response and spallation
behaviors is studied in HNT Ag, uncovering the similar critical
secondary twin spacing for achieving maximum strength under
shock conditions.124 It is found that in addition to the partial
dislocation propagation, formation of tertiary twins is discovered
as another strengthening factor. However, detwinning and partial
induced coherency loss of TBs dominate the softening process
when the secondary twin spacing is smaller than the critical value.
But HNT structures have no contribution to improve spallation
strength because more nucleation sources of voids exist in HNT
metals compared with the twin-free counterparts. In particular,
GBs are the main source for void nucleation, while the formation
of HNT structures inevitably introduce more GBs into metals
(Fig. 7c).

The study on the mechanical and physical properties of HNT
metals is still in its infancy due to the constraint of synthesis
techniques. MD method, which has been demonstrated as a
powerful instrument to analyze the deformation mechanisms of
NT metals, is gradually adopted to predict the effect of hierarchical
structures in HNT metals. The computational outcomes may
provide insights into the relationship between HNT structures and
the performance of various aspects, acting as benchmark for the
design of metals exhibiting fascinating mechanical properties.

Theoretical description of the mechanical behaviors of HNT FCC
metals
Similar to the MD simulation studies, the theoretical work on the
mechanical behaviors of HNT FCC metals is also seldom. However,
seldom does not mean insignificant. Since the HNT structures
have been demonstrated to be more beneficial to the improve-
ment of strength, crack propagation resistance and shock
response compared with NT counterparts through experimental
observations and MD simulations,30,120,123,124 the theoretical study

Fig. 8 The strength of HNT Cu affected by twin spacing. a The decrease of secondary twin spacing results in rise to fall of strength, existing a
critical secondary twin spacing achieving maximum (adapted with permission from ref.121 Copyright (2017) AIP Publishing LLC). b Two critical
primary twin spacings corresponding to the local maximum and minimum strength (adapted with permission from ref.122 Copyright (2017)
Taylor & Francis)

Fig. 9 a Schematics of HNT structures in a grain with primary and secondary twins. The TBDPZ and GBDPZ are introduced to develop
mechanism-based plasticity model for HNTmetals. b The variation of the flow stress of HNT Cu as a function of primary twin spacing (adapted
with permission from ref.118 Copyright (2017) AIP Publishing LLC)
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on this topic is also essential to describe the relationship between
HNT structures and the mechanical behaviors of metals. Based on
the experimental and MD simulation phenomena, Zhu et al.118,119

have started some pioneering mechanism-based theoretical work
on the effect of HNT structures in FCC metals recently. As shown in
Fig. 9a, the TBDPZ is classified into primary and secondary TBDPZs,
the total density of dislocations in TBDPZs is equal to
ρTB ¼ ρ1TB þ ρ2TB. Note that the framework of this mechanism-
based plasticity model for HNT metals is a development of their
previous work for NT metals.107 Thus, the HNT structures are taken
into account and some predictions can be made. As mentioned
above, one interesting prediction is that the variation of primary
twin spacing results in two softening stages in HNT FCC metals
(Fig. 9b) which is not observed in NT FCC metals. This special
phenomenon is verified and the related mechanism is uncovered
through MD simulation studies conducted by Sun et al.122

To further improve the applicability of the mechanism-based
theoretical model, it has been extended to study the twin spacing
and grain size dependence of the yield strength and ductility for
the case of HNT FCC metals with higher twin order.119 The total

dislocation density is revised as:

ρTB ¼
XN

i

ρiTB (10)

where N represents the twin order. Thus, the effect of tertiary or
even higher ordered twins can be depicted.
In addition, the deformation twinning behavior of HNT FCC

metals is developed with the well-known twin nucleation criterion
τtwin < τtrail, taking GPFE effect into account.127 Thus, the proposed
mechanism-based plasticity model is capable of capturing the
dependence of the strength and ductility on the grain size and
twin spacing of HNT FCC metals. However, these models do not
consider the split effect of TBs during the formation of HNT
structures (Fig. 7). The induced variation of density of TBs and GBs
should be taken into consideration in order to evaluate the
dislocation density more accurately. Hence, more efficient
theoretical models need to be developed to predict the effects
of HNT structures in the future work.

Table 2. Summary of the representative experimental and MD results about the effects of grain size, twin spacing and twin orientation on the
mechanical properties of NT and HNT metals

Materials Grain size 1st/2nd twin spacing Twin orientation Loading Strain rate Strength/ductility Ref.

Experiment Equiaxed NT Cu ~ 600 nm ~ 15 nm – Tension 6×10−3 s−1 ~ 0.9 GPa/~ 10% 25

Equiaxed NT Cu ~ 65 nm ~ 50 nm – Tension 1×10−2 s−1 ~ 0.65 GPa/~ 10% 91

NT Cu foil 43–80 nm ~ 5 nm – Tension 6×10−3 s−1 ~ 1.2 GPa/1%~ 2% 48

Epitaxial NT Cu film – <10 nm – Nanoindentation – ~ 1 GPa 38

Epitaxial NT Ag film – ~ 9 nm – Nanoindentation – ~ 0.7 GPa 50

NT Au nanowire – ~ 0.73 nm 90° Tension – ~ 3.12 GPa/~ 7.2% 157

NT Cu nanopillar – 1.2 nm 90° Tension 1×10−3 s−1 ~ 1.35 GPa 156

NT Cu nanopillar – 1.2 nm 72° Tension 1×10−3 s−1 ~ 0.95 GPa 156

Columnar-grained NT Cu ~ 3 μm ~ 30 nm 0° Compression 1×10−3 s−1 ~ 0.48 GPa 190

Columnar-grained NT Cu ~ 3 μm ~ 30 nm 45° Compression 1×10−3 s−1 ~ 0.39 GPa 190

Columnar-grained NT Cu ~ 3 μm ~ 30 nm 90° Compression 1×10−3 s−1 ~ 0.64 GPa 190

Columnar-grained NT Cu ~ 6 μm ~ 78 nm – Tension 6×10−3 s−1 ~ 0.3 GPa/~ 24% 88

HNT TWIP steel ~ 30 μm ~ 10 nm – Tension 1×10−4 s−1 ~ 1.6 GPa/50% 30

SMATed HNT TWIP steel – ~ 2.5 μm/~ 50 nm – Tension 1×10−3 s−1 ~ 1.2 GPa/~ 35% 120

SMATed HNT TWIP steel – ~ 200 nm/~ 50 nm – Tension 1×10−3 s−1 ~ 1.88 GPa/~ 25% 120

SMATed HNT TWIP steel – ~ 20 nm/~ 4 nm – Tension 1×10−3 s−1 ~ 3.23 GPa/~ 16% 120

CrCoNi MEA 5 – 50 μm ~ 2 μm/~ 100 nm Compression – ~ 2.5 GPa/~ 23% 31

Equiaxed HNT Cu-Al alloy ~ 170 nm ~ 70 nm – Tension 5×10−4 s−1 ~ 0.86 GPa/2.23% 59

MD NT Cu nanopillar – 0.63 nm 90° Tension 2×108 s−1 4 GPa 156

NT Cu nanopillar – 0.63 nm 72° Tension 2×108 s−1 2.2 GPa 156

Equiaxied NT Cu 10 nm 1.25 nm – Tension 2×108 s−1 3.4 GPa 189

Equiaxied NT Cu 20 nm 2.08 nm – Tension 2×108 s−1 2.9 GPa 189

Equiaxied NT Cu 10 nm 1.25 nm – Tension 2×108 s−1 2.4 GPa 91

Columnar-grained NT Cu 50 nm 5 nm 0° Compression 2×108 s−1 2.1 GPa 190

Columnar-grained NT Cu 50 nm 5 nm 45° Compression 2×108 s−1 1 GPa 190

Columnar-grained NT Cu 50 nm 5 nm 90° Compression 2×108 s−1 2.75 GPa 190

Columnar-grained NT Cu 20 nm 0.63 nm 0° Tension 2×108 s−1 2.4 GPa 191

NT Cu film – 7.5 nm 30° Tension 3.3×107 s−1 2.1 GPa 77

NT Cu film – 7.5 nm 45° Tension 3.3×107 s−1 1.8 GPa 77

NT Cu film – 7.5 nm 60° Tension 3.3×107 s−1 2.9 GPa 77

Columnar-grained HNT Cu 70 nm 10.4 nm/2.1 nm – Tension 5×108 s−1 4.4 GPa 121

Columnar-grained HNT Cu 50 nm 5 nm/10 nm – Tension 2×108 s−1 2.67 GPa 122

Note: Twin orientation means the angle of columnar-grained orientation or twin planes with respect to loading direction
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Perspective for the studies on HNT structures
HNT structures open up a new possibility to further improve the
mechanical properties of crystalline materials. Here we put
forward some potential future efforts on this attractive topic.
Experimentally, bottom-up growth of HNT structures is challen-
ging in view of the complicated stacking configuration of atoms.
Based on top-down techniques, only up to tertiary twins have
been observed in experiments with questionable density nowa-
days. It should be noted that due to the limitation of two
dimensional TEM imaging to reflect the three-dimensional HNT
structures, the order of HNT structures could be underestimated.
Thus, it is also essential to study the way to comprehensively
characterize the three-dimensional HNT structures or build the
relationship between three-dimensional structures and two-
dimensional images. Anyway, achieving higher ordered HNT
structures and the improvement of the density of HNT structures
still need more efforts. Moreover, the synthesis of HNT structure
with gradient nanograined structure could be a more novel way to
enhance deformability of metallic materials.
On the other hand, the formability of hierarchical twins with

respect to the order of HNT structures remains ambiguous.
Generally speaking, the difficulty of formation of HNT structures
may gradually arise with the increase of twin order. The synergy of
low ordered twin spacings on the formability of high ordered
twins is important for achieving high ordered HNT structures.
Although high ordered HNT structures could be favorable, here
remains a question that if there exists a limit for strength and
ductility when increasing the order of HNT structures. Are HNT
structures always beneficial for mechanical performance with the
increase of twin order? These issues are critical for researchers to
decide whether making efforts on achieving high ordered HNT
structures or focusing on the optimization of double twins and the
three-order twins. With the increase of the order of HNT structures,
the twin spacing generally decreases (Higher order, smaller twin
spacing). Since the inverse Hall–Petch effect appears with the
decrease of twin spacing in NT materials, it should be investigated
if high ordered HNT structures with very small twin spacing have
an adverse effect on the mechanical properties. Also, the effect of
split induced GBs during the formation of HNT structures need to
be clarified. Although it has been verified that the NT structures
exhibit very good stability, it is still ambiguous that if HNT
structures have similar good stability.
Furthermore, reliable theoretical models need to be developed

to describe the deformation behaviors with the consideration of
the influential factors uncovered from experimental and atomistic
studies. From our point of view, at least the split effect and the
synergy of twin spacings instead of twin spacing alone need to be
taken into account for the HNT system, whether to describe the
hierarchical twinning behaviors or the deformation mechanisms.
In addition, it has been widely known that the back stresses arise
from geometrically necessary dislocations, which play an impor-
tant role on work hardening while lack of studies for HNT
structures.

CONCLUSION
At last, we summarize some of the representative experimental
and MD results about the effects of grain size, twin spacing and
twin orientation on the mechanical properties of NT and HNT
metals under different loading modes and strain rates (Table 2) for
easier comparison by readers.
In summary, NC metals with NT and HNT structures have very

delightful mechanical properties in comparison with the twin-free
counterparts. In this review, the main experimental techniques for
the fabrication of NT and HNT structures in FCC metals have been
introduced. Both the configuration of growth and deformation-
induced NT structures can be controlled during the synthetic

processes. However, growth HNT structures are only observed in
martensitic transformation, which is not well implemented for
synthesis, while deformation-induced HNT structures has been
successfully fabricated by means of some SPD based techniques.
However, the quantitative control of the intrinsic parameters in
HNT metals is still challenging.
On the other hand, a large quantity of key factors, such as twin

spacing, twin density, grain size and plastic anisotropy are
uncovered by MD simulations, which greatly affect the mechanical
characteristics of NT and HNT metals. Furthermore, the phenom-
ena observed in experimental and MD studies become the
foundation of mechanism-based theoretical modeling. Many
theoretical models have been proposed to explain the extra-
ordinary plastic deformation behaviors caused by the particular
nanostructures in NT and HNT metals. The models are also
employed to predict the conditions for achieving metals with
distinguished performance.
Therefore, this review provides a clear framework for the studies

of NT and HNT FCC metals through three aspects: (1) experiments
for the fabrication of NT and HNT structures, (2) atomistic
simulations for the mechanism exploration and (3) theoretical
models as benchmarks for the prediction and microstructural
design. In particular, the studies on HNT structures in metals
remains in the initial stage and waiting for systematic
investigation.
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